
 

Unit 2 Revision Booklet  

 
What’s included:  

- Roles, Laws and scoring systems for a range of 

sports 

- National Governing Bodies  

- Human resources  

- Roles and responsibilities of officials 

- Technology in sport 

- Health and Safety requirements  

- Warm up and Cool downs  
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In each sport there is a team of people whose job it is to keep score of the game and to 

ensure all players/participants are keeping to the rules.  

These job roles will be very similar in each sport but they might be called something 

different.  

Knowledge Recall 

Identify TWO members of the officiating team from the game of Football. 

 (2 marks) 

 

A- Line Judge 



B- Referee 

C- Fourth Official  

D- Umpire 

 

Check at the back of this booklet to see if you were correct.  

 

 

Why would a referee/umpire/assistant need to speak to a player or captain? 
 
⚫ The player has committed an offence within the laws of the game 

 

⚫ The official/referee is doing so to manage the players behaviour 

 

⚫ They are explaining a decision that they have made 

 

⚫ The official/referee is speaking to the captain of the side and using them to assist with 
the managing of players behaviour 

 

⚫ They are giving direction to the player around the laws of the game 

 
Sport 

This involves physical exertion and skill in which an individual or team competes against 

another or others. There is a challenge involved and the desire to win. 

Physical Activity 

This is to improve someone's physical health by recreational activities. These are activities 

which are commonly found at a gym/leisure center (spinning class, zumba, weight lifting). 

This can also improve someone's social and mental wellbeing.  

 

National Governing Bodies 

NGB Sport 

Football Association  (FA) Football 

England Netball Netball 

Rugby Football Union (RFU) Rugby  

Lawn Tennis Association (LTA) Tennis 



Rounders England Rounders 

England Basketball Basketball 

British Cycling Cycling 

British Weightlifting  Weightlifting 

England handball Handball 

British Gymnastics Gymnastics 

England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB)  Cricket 

Sporting Rules 

Sport Rules 

Netball - 7 playing on the court 

- Each player has a position 

- Off side rule -  players who step offside in a game, will receive a ‘free 

pass’ against them. 

- Contact 

- Foot fault 

- Time fault 

- Defending players must be 3 feet away from the attacker 

- Out of play 

Football - 11 players on the pitch 

- Offside can be called when an attacking player is in front of the last 

defender when the pass is played through to them 

- All players must use their feet or chest to touch the ball (keeper can 

use their hands) 

- Game is played for 90minutes split into two halves  

- If a ball goes out of play off an opponent in either of the side lines 
then it is given as a throw in 

Rugby - The ball must pass backwards, it can be kicked in any direction 

- Whenever the ball is in play, any player who finds himself ahead of a 

team-mate carrying the ball is deemed to be offside. 

- Fouls, when they occur, fall into one of four categories: Obstruction, 

Unfair Play, Repeated Infringements or Dangerous Play/Misconduct.  

- Cards are dealt to any player who engages in the foul play, any player 

receiving one is sent to the sidelines for 10 minutes.  

- Try is worth 5 points, Conversion is worth 2 more points, drop goal is 

worth 3 points.  

- Tackles must be taken from the waist down. 

Tennis - Players can only hit the ball once 



- The ball must bounce within the boundaries  

- A ball that bounces on the line is ‘in’.  

- During a serve the ball must land in the diagonale box 

- Scoring = love (0), 15, 30, 40, deuce, advantage  

- 40-40 means deuce, a player must win two consecutive points to win 

Cricket - Cricket is a game played with a bat and ball on a large field, known as a 
ground, between two teams of 11 players each. 

- The object of the game is to score runs when at bat and to put out, or 
dismiss, the opposing batsmen when in the field. 

- For batsmen to score runs they must run to each other’s end of the 
pitch (from one end to the other). 

- No Ball” If the bowler bowls the ball from the wrong place, the ball is 
declared dangerous, bounces more than twice or rolls before reaching 
the batsman or if fielders are standing in illegal positions.  

- Leg Before Wicket (LBW) – If the ball is bowled and it hits the 
batsman first without the bat hitting it then an LBW decision is 
possible. 

Hockey  - Two teams of 11 players compete against each other using a hooked 
stick to hit, push, pass and dribble the ball 

- You may only use the flat side of your stick 

- 10 field players plus a goalie at one time 

- You must be properly attired- shin guards, mouth guards, no jewellery 

- At the beginning of each half play begins with a pass from the centre 
of the halfway line. 

- A goal can only be scored from inside the shooting circle - a semi-
circular area in front of the opponents' goal. Goals scored from 
outside this area are disallowed 

 

Human Resources  

- First Aid 

- Officials  

- Physiotherapist  

- Players 

- Technology 

- Coach 

- Manager 

- Ground staff 

Knowledge Recall 

For the following sports can you name up to 3 officials that are needed for that sport 



Football -  

Cricket -  

Tennis -  

Expectations of Officials: 

-  Arrive with plenty of time to spare 

- Check facilities/playing area 

- Check personal equipment - whistle, cards, flags, uniform 

- Be fair and consistent  

- Act with professionalism  

 

Expectations of Players: 

- To play within the spirit of the game (sportsmanship) 

- Respect the decisions made by the officials  

- Take responsibilities for their actions 

- To dispute decisions in a professional manner 

 

 

Technology - Have a go at filling in the description and which sport they are used for. 

Type of 

Technology 

Description  

Hawkeye   



 Goal Line  

 

 

Heat sensors  

 

 

Microphones   

 

 

Automatic 

scoreboards 

 

 

 

 

                 

  Risk Assessments 

Area Things to consider 

Facility  Toilet facilities 

First-Aid 

Fire alarm 

To ensure the safety of participants, 

human resources and spectators, all 

sporting and physical activities must 

follow the Health and Safety Act 1974. 

This is a document that enforces 

companies/clubs to be responsible for 

ensuring everyone’s welfare is looked 



Emergency Exits 

Equipment In full working order 

Free from rough edges 

Secured equipment  

Electrical equipment safe to use 

Surface/Pitch/Court Is the surface too slippery? 

Too dry/bumpy  

Free from hazards (litter/sharp 

objects) 

Access to fire exits are clear 

Participants Correct footwear 

Jewellery  

No chewing gum 

Health concerns/injuries 

Correct clothing 

Pre session health and safety checks on facilities, equipment and participants 

Identification and safe handling of equipment and resources: 

- Pitch 

- Surface 

- Goals 

- Targets 

- Balls 

- Safety equipment  

- Team clothing 

- Indoor/outdoor 

Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 

(RIDDOR) 

Warm up 

A warm up is where you complete a few exercises to prepare your body and mind for 

exercise and should take around 20 minutes. 

Prevents injury - muscles receive more blood flow and therefore decreases the chance of 

being cold and over used too quickly  

Temperature increases - the body will slowly change temperature preparing the body for 

exercise 



Mental preparation - Increase in focus  

A warm up needs to consist of the following things: 

- Pulse raiser activity (jogging, fast walk, rowing, cycling, side steps, jumping jacks, 

slow skipping) 

- Stretches - focusing on the muscles that will be used in the activity 

- Skill based practise - (football skills, dribbling a ball) 

- Mental preparation - Focusing on the skills or techniques required 

Dynamic Warm up                                                          

This is where you complete exercises for a short period of time. This gets the blood moving 

around the body and can increase your heart rate at a quicker rate. 

Typical exercises such as running on the spot, star jumps, high knees, mountain climbers. 

 

 

         

 

Static Warm up 

Static warm up is where you hold a stretch for over 30 seconds. This stretch allows the 

muscles to exceed their normal size to increase the blood flow. This is great for improving 

flexibility.  



This will prevent injury by ensuring the blood flow is getting to the muscles that would be 

used during exercise. 

Increase circulation of tired muscles to release tension and improves range of movement 

Cool Down 

This is the opposite to the warm up. A cool down is completed at the end of any activity or 

sport. 

This allows the heart rate to return slowly to a normal resting heart beat. It also allows the 

oxygen to remove any chemicals which could still be in the muscles (carbon dioxide - lactic 

acid), this will reduce any DOMS (delayed onset muscle soreness).  

Benefits:  

- Reduces the chance of getting DOMS 

- Helps prevent injuries  

- Decreases body temperature at a slow rate 

- Decreases the heart rate back to normal slowly 

- Allows time to reflect on the performance 

- Helps avoid dizziness or fainting 

A cool down needs to consist of the following activities:  

Gradual reduction in intensity - Reduce jogging, rowing, cycling, side steps, slow skipping 

Reduce the intensity of the activity - less intense/time on a circuit, reduce the 

weight/resistance  

Stretches - Dynamic and Static - similar to the warm up but more in depth  

 

Knowledge Recall - Answer 

A- Line Judge 

B- Referee 

C- Fourth Official  

D- Umpire 



 

Football - Referee, Linesman, Fourth official  

Cricket - Umpire and Third umpire  

Tennis - Chair Umpire, Line judge/umpire 


